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FUTURE LEADERS FORUM
We meet in St. Petersburg
on June 23-28, 2019!
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To participants, guests and organizers
of the VI Youth Forum
of the World Petroleum Council
Dear colleagues and dear friends!

I am deeply grateful to the World Petroleum Council for supporting our proposal to hold meeting of young specialists of oil
and gas industry in St. Petersburg, a Russian city with a rich history, cultural and educational traditions, that plays an
important role in the modern petroleum industry in Russia.
The tasks facing the world energy sector today are becoming increasingly complex and wide scale. In conditions of competition
with other energy sources, the key to successful development of the industry is innovative technologies, environmental
responsibility and economic efficiency. We need fundamentally new solutions, a fresh look, and non-standard approaches.
The VI Youth Forum of the World Petroleum Council, which will be held in St. Petersburg on June 23–28, 2019, will provide
young experts with a large authoritative platform for communication and discussion of topical professional issues. It is very
important that this Forum is an international platform, that allows to conduct a dialogue between representatives of different
countries and continents, to exchange experience and to think about the future.
I am confident that this will be a landmark professional event with a rich business agenda, an interesting cultural program
and fascinating informal communication.
Welcome to Russia, to St. Petersburg!

Alexander Novak,
Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation,
Chairman of the Organizing Committee
of the VI Youth Forum
of the World Petroleum Council.
september 2018
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THE ENERGY OF YOUTH IS
WORKING FOR THE FUTURE
The World Petroleum Council,
which has a rich 85-year history, has recently engaged in youth policy issues. Current realities prompt to pay close attention to young people who want
to prove themselves in the oil
and gas industry.
The world entered an era of
unprecedentedly fast changes,
the rapid development of technology, high competition and
close attention to protecting
the natural environment.
Susceptibility to change, active
thinking, the desire for progress are becoming factors determining effectiveness and success. All these qualities are inherent in young specialists.
And it is their energy and enthusiasm that are now particularly important for the future of
the oil industry.
It is no secret that young professionals often find it very difficult to find a worthy profession,
be understood and heard. Even

if they possess the qualities,
knowledge and motivation that
the industry needs objectively.
And this is a serious problem.
How to support the positive
aspirations of young men and
women, help them unleash their
creative potential, guide their
energy into a creative direction?
The World Petroleum Council
seriously thought about it 15
years ago. Since then, the WPC
has been consistently and successfully cultivating a close
and friendly attitude to the topic
of young professionals coming
to the industry.
B efore solving the problem,
you need to draw attention to it.
Based on this message, the
World Petroleum Council initiated an International Youth Forum. It was held in October
2004 in China. The main idea
was clearly defined by the motto of the forum: “Youth and Innovation — the Future of the
Petroleum Industry”.

It was the first major event in
the history of the WPC, where
young people were given the
leading role. It was an impressive success. Boys and girls who
tied their fates with the oil and
gas industry got an opportunity
to represent different countries
and freely exchange their views.
Their voices were heard by industry leaders. The speeches of
authoritative representatives of
the oil and gas industry who came to communicate with young
people were very useful and informative.
Since then, the issues of professional development and unleashing the creative potential of the
young specialists of the industry
have been permanently put on
the agenda for the World Petroleum Council as one of the key
directions for the development
of international cooperation oriented towards a strategic perspective. Youth forums have become regular. In addition, other
directions of systematic work
with young specialists have been developed.
In 2006, the WPC Youth Committee was established for the
first time. And in January 2007,
representatives of 17 national
committees of the WPC met in
Madrid in order to lay down the
foundations of World Petroleum
Council's Youth Committee. Since 2015, it continues to work as
a committee “WPC Young Professionals”.
Holding a special youth session within the greatest meetings of representatives of the

world oil and gas industry —
World Petroleum Congresses,
which are held every three
years by the WPC, has become
an important initiative of recent
years. Youth session first held
in Madrid in 2008 became the
highlight of the Congress in
Moscow in 2014. This expirience
was also further developed in
Istanbul, at the World Petroleum Congress — 2017.
A nother great tradition is to
precede World Petroleum Congresses by holding youth forums. They are held in the year
preceding the Congresses. The
professional problems discussed by the youth are becoming
a kind of prologue to the great
discussion within the global
energy agenda.
After Beijing, the forums of
young specialists in the oil and
gas industry were held in Paris
(France) and New Delhi (India).
The fourth WPC Youth Forum
was held in 2013 in Calgary
(Canada). Three years later, in
the fall of 2016, young men and
women with an active professional position were welcomed in
Brazilian Rio de Janeiro — for
the first time, as the Future
Leaders Forum.
Now Russia is picking up the
baton. The 6th WPC Youth
Forum — Future Leaders Forum
will be held in St. Petersburg in
June 2019. There are many reasons to expect that this will be
the largest, most memorable
and most beautiful youth forum
in the history of the World Petroleum Council.

WPC Youth Forums
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GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS

In the pictures: meeting of the Organizing Committee of the Future Leaders Forum – 2019.

SUPPORT THE FORUM

Russia has taken a very thorough approach to the preparation
of the WPC Future Leaders
Forum in St. Petersburg. Prime
Minister Dmitry Medvedev issued a special government Order,
mobilizing Federal ministries
and agencies to fully assist the
organizers of the Forum and
provide comfortable conditions
for guests and delegates of this
major international youth event.
Support from the state does
not only show recognition of the
importance of the event, but also
promises real support. Thus,
participants and guests of the
Forum will be able to obtain
visas in a simplified regime and
without paying fees. A number of
Federal ministries and agencies
have received direct instructions
from the head of government to
assist the Organizing Committee
of the Forum in the preparation
and holding of the event.
Russian Minister of Energy
Alexander Novak was appointed
Chairman of the Organizing
Committee of the Forum formed
by the Order of the Russian Government. His Deputy is now the
Assistant to the Head of the
Presidential Administration Kirill Molodtsov. The Organizing
Committee includes Russian Minister of natural resources Dmitry Kobylkin, heads of Parliamentary committees Pavel Zavalny,
Dmitry Mezentsev and Leonid
Slutsky. The Organizing Committee also comprises heads
and top managers of leading oil

and gas companies, heads of
main higher educational institutions, training specialists in the
oil and gas industry, heads of a
number of public associations,
representatives of the Administration of St. Petersburg.
Russia's proposal to host the 6th
Youth Forum was unanimously
supported last summer at the
meeting of the World Petroleum
Council in Istanbul. “I think the
impressions left after the World
Petroleum Congress held in
Moscow in 2014 played a decisive role in this. The event was
held at a high organizational level. And our youth and volunteer
programs have been recognized
as the best in the 85-year history
of the world oil congresses”, —
says Alexander Novak. He is convinced that the high reputation
level achieved by Russia due to
past achievements, requires a
very responsible approach to the
organization and holding of the
Youth Forum in St. Petersburg.
Of course, the Youth Forum
is not such a massive event as
the World Petroleum Congress.
However, it is a very important
international platform for professional communication.
“We expect that about two
thousand young professionals of
the oil and gas industry from dozens of countries will come to us
— the ones who will form the international agenda in the foreseeable future. It is expected
that the guests of the Forum will
be authoritative representatives

of the world oil and gas industry,
national companies. It is obvious
that the event of this level should
not only be held clearly and wellorganized, but also leave indelible
positive impressions on the participants”, — said Alexander Novak during the framing session of
the Committee in June 2018. The
action plan approved then is implemented under the control of
the head of the Ministry of Energy
of Russia. In October, the members of the Organizing Committee
intend to meet once again to
synchronize their watches and
clarify the priorities.
Russian business is also involved in the preparation of the
Forum. In September, Kirill
Molodtsov held a meeting with
representatives of Russia's
leading oil and gas companies.
The questions of optimization of
interaction within the framework
of the Forum preparation were
discussed.
Opening the meeting, K. Molodtsov noted that a responsible approach to the development of the industry involves
not only organizational and
technical measures aimed at
the development of production
and processing of hydrocarbon
raw materials. International cooperation, exchange of experience and knowledge, trust and
mutual understanding between
specialists working in different
countries of the world are growing in importance. In this sense, a strategically important di-

rection is to promote international professional communication of young specialists. Based
on this message, Russia fought
for the right to host the world's
largest forum of young professionals in the oil and gas
industry in St. Petersburg. Now
that our application is approved, it is necessary to ensure
that the Forum is held at a high
organizational level and to lay
down the foundations for global professional cooperation
for many years to come.
Having positively assessed
the efforts of the Russian organizers of the Future Leaders Forum of the World Petroleum Council, K. Molodtsov stressed that
the work is proceeding as planned, according to the established schedule. At the same time,
as the event approaches, current tasks become more complicated, which requires more systematic support, first of all,
from the oil and gas companies.
For them the Forum is an important tool for solving strategic
tasks of international cooperation and education of highly qualified and initiative specialists of
the new generation.
In turn, the representatives
of the companies made a number of significant recommendations to improve the preparatory work, confirmed their interest and willingness to contribute to the successful holding
of the Forum and wide participation of young professionals.
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BELGRADE HOSTED THE 2018 WPC
TOMORROW’S LEADERS SYMPOSIUM
The 2018 edition of the Tomorrow’s Leaders Symposium was hosted by the National Petroleum
Committee of Serbia in Belgrade on 16-17 September. The third Symposium organized under the
auspices of the World Petroleum Council welcomed more than 70 participants from Serbia, Russian
Federation, Hungary, Iran, Spain, Ghana, Switzerland, Turkey, Poland, Oman, France, UK, Croatia
and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Senior industry experts and young energy professionals from both
technical and non-technical backgrounds gathered to expand and exchange their understanding
of today’s downstream landscape transformations as focal symposium topic.

Vice President Programme of
the Executive Committee of the
WPC and Chairman of CPC
WPC Pedro Miras Salamanca
and Serbian National Committee President Petar Skundric
opened the Symposium. Salamanca highlighted the role of
young professionals in seeking
solutions and setting new standards for the future global
energy scene and announced

Committee Secretary General
Goran Radosavljevic, brought
together Chairman of Institute
for Energy Markets and Policies
Volkan Ozdemir (Turkey), CEO of
AMEI Testing and Certifying
Artur Thernesz (Hungary) and
General Manager of TOTAL
Serbia and TOTAL Adria Amila
Acan Kahvecioglu (Serbia).
The session on “Transforming Oil and Gas Downstream:

oil mix demand moving to middle
distillates as key trends impacting today’s oil downstream. Within the session, corporate presentations on key downstream
innovations and leading projects
within their respective companies were delivered by Andrey
Tuchnin, First Deputy CEO for
Downstream of NIS Gazprom
Neft Group (Serbia) and Peter
Ratatics, Executive Vice Presi-

The Tomorrow’s Leaders Symposium is an event series organized under the auspices of the World
Petroleum Council targeting young professionals active in the oil and gas industry. It was established
as a forum to exchange views and reflect on the industry challenges among different generations in
the petroleum industry stakeholder network. The event series was launched by WPC in 2014 and
first two events were held in London in 2014 and Budapest in 2015, both attended by 100+ participants
from over 15 WPC member countries.
that the 23rd World Petroleum
Congress will center on innovative energy solutions.
The Symposium programme,
developed in close cooperation
and with support of the WPC
and its Young Professionals
Committee, was delivered in four panel sessions.
The overview of “Downstream Energy Outlook” session,
moderated by Serbian National
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Gateway to Growth” was moderated by Pedro Miras Salamanca.
Ivan Marten, Senior Partner &
Managing Director, Energy Practice of Boston Consulting Group
presented a global overview of
major directions of energy transformations. Marten highlighted
the changing geographical demand distribution, growing petrochemical demand, new environmental restrictions and the

dent for Consumer Services at
MOL Group (Hungary).
Group brainstorming workshop discussions among young
professionals, moderated by
participating members of YPC
WPC, were held on topics addressing the continuous need
for closing the industry generation gap — innovations in academia and business cooperation
mechanisms, the role of (social)

media in strengthening industry
attractiveness, challenges of
petroleum industry transformation and future job security, retaining the talent pool and closing the gender gap to empower
young women.
The Chair of the WPC Young
Professionals Committee Stephane Rousselet moderated the
“Innovation Transforming the
Society” panel dedicated to disruptive technologies and emergence of an agile ecosystem of
innovation promoters, discussed in the context of industry
transformation enablers. Founder of SV Crypto Consulting
Stephanie Verin (Switzerland),
Djordje Djordjevic of technology
entrepreneurship and innovation centre ICT Hub (Serbia)
and Riverson Oppong of Global
Energy Solutions (Ghana) exchanged different viewpoints,
highlighting the great transformation potential new technologies bring to industry and society
as a whole and the need for
strengthened collaboration mechanisms among all stakeholders.
As part of the programme, the
Russian YP delegation presented
the status of on-going preparations and programme of the WPC
“Future Leader’s Forum” to be
held in St. Petersburg in June
2019, as well as the participation opportunities the Forum offers for all young energy professionals.

ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
MAP OF THE FUTURE
The plenary meeting of the 6th
World Petroleum Council Future
Leaders Forum, which will be
held in St. Petersburg in June
2019, will be devoted to the issue
of "Energy Transformation —
New Map of the Future". The
relevant proposal of the Russian
National Committee of the World
Petroleum Council was approved
by the members of the WPC Executive and Program Committees.

solutions" will be one of the
focuses of the discussion.
We live in a time of great change. They are dictated by the development of society, economy,
technology, geopolitical and
climatic factors. Energy, a key
element of our life and progress,
is also undergoing transformation under the influence of new
demands and opportunities.
Adapting to new challenges,

with traditional technologies
using petroleum products. But
at the same time, hydrocarbons
will continue to play a key role
in the global energy balance for
many decades to come.
Meanwhile, competing with
renewable energy sources, the
oil and gas sector will have to
actively improve, using internal
reserves and new opportunities.
Innovative technologies provide

Young delegates of RNC of the WPC took part in specialized oil and gas exhibition in the Republic of Iran.
During the exhibition delegates presented the 6th Future Leaders Forum.

Other proposals of Russia on
the structure and topics of the
technical sessions of the Forum
program were also approved.
The business program will be divided into three blocks: Innovation, Sustainable Development,
Leadership.
The international forum of
young specialists of the oil and
gas industry held in Russia is a
kind of prologue to the 23 rd
World Petroleum Congress
(Houston, USA — 2020). In this
regard, it is considered expedient to synchronize the technical
program of the 6th Future Leaders Forum with the agenda of
the World Petroleum Congress.
In particular, the topic “Competencies and skills for innovative

energy expands opportunities
for the world's progress and accelerates the dynamics of change.
With all the diversity of scenarios and future energy forecasts, they concur in one point.
The need for energy will grow.
At the same time, priority will be
given to more environmentally
friendly, efficient and cheaper
energy carriers. While catchingup countries will generate
growth in energy demand, reducing energy intensity of production will become an increasingly
pronounced global trend.
The production and consumption of renewable energy
will develop with an increased
pace. Electric cars, gas and hydrogen vehicles will compete

access to the hydrocarbon resources of the deep marine shelf
and hard-to-recover hydrocarbon reserves on land. They will
allow efficient transportation of
hydrocarbons over long distances, minimize the impact on the
environment and reduce energy
losses. Using increasingly expensive technologies, transporting energy carriers over long
distances, it is necessary to achieve reduction of the unit costs
per unit of energy.
“The search for effective answers to new challenges of the
energy agenda is an urgent,
challenging, interesting and responsible task for young specialists in the oil and gas industry,
who rely on experience of older

Programme Committee

The program committee of the
6th Youth Forum of the World
Petroleum Council includes 15
young professionals from nine
countries:
Abdulkareem M AlSofi
(Saudi Arabia),
Joanna Desjardins
(Canada),
SuleymanCoskun
(Turkey),
CsabaZsoter
(Hungary),
Ali Rahneshin
(Iran),
Stephane Rousselet
(France),
Laura GarcíaChiquero
(Spain),
David F. Lankford-Bravo
and Euler Reyes
(USA).
A wider representation in the
Program Committee is provided by young specialists from
Russia, the host country of the
Forum:
Anna Illarionova,
Lesana Kurbonsoeva,
Ivan Kurchatov,
Maria Morgunova,
Elena Strakhova,
Vlada Streletskaya.

generations and the latest achievements of scientific and technological progress in their work.
The topic of energy transformation has many dimensions and
many forks. It is natural that this
topic will become the main theme for the participants of the
discussions at the Future Leaders Forum — 2019”, — notes
Vlada Streletskaya, Director of
the WPC Russian National Committee and member of the Program Committee of the Future
Leaders Forum — 2019.
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RUSSIAN
ENERGY WEEK-2018:
A MEETING PLACE FOR FUTURE DELEGATES
OF THE FUTURE LEADERS FORUM
energy cooperation. This is the
only discussion platform in the
industry in which Russian President Vladimir Putin takes part.
Another important feature of
the «Russian energy week» forum is a close attention to the
issues of professional development of a new generation of
energy professionals. The program of the «Russian energy
week» necessarily includes the
Youth Day. Last year, it was attended by more than two thousand young representatives of
the fuel and energy complex:
students and beginners. They
discuss the most pressing issues of the situation in the energy
sector, try to look into the future
and listen carefully to the authorities who specially come to meet with them.

In October 2018, the international forum "Russian Energy
Week" will be held in Moscow for
the second time. Like last year,
REW reasonably claims to be
the main industry platform in
Russia for professional discussion of key issues of domestic
energy policy and international
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L ast year, a key event of the
REW Youth Day was the meeting
of the participants with the Minister of Energy of Russia Alexander Novak in the «no-tie»
format. The Minister answered
the questions of young representatives of the energy industry, handed awards to the winners of competitions.
The Youth Day included an extensive program: interactive sessions on the creation of the technological forecast for the development of fuel and energy complex and energy efficiency of the
Russian economy; career-oriented quest for engineering professions. As part of the Youth Day,
competitions of the League of young specialists of the International Engineering Championship
CASE-IN were held, where the

tion of the youth community of
the fuel and energy complex were presented.
T he experience of REW-2017
was further developed during
the preparation of the current
International Forum «Russian
Energy Week». Like last year,
the key event of the Youth Day
will be the «no-tie» meeting with
the Minister A. Novak.
On the Youth Day, interactive
sessions will be held - teams consisting of students and young
professionals will compete in the
formation of youth projects aimed at the development and promotion of the fuel and energy
complex of the Russian Federation. The projects developed within the framework of interactive
sessions will be included in the

In the pictures: REW-2017, participants. (Roscongress Photo Bank).

cross-cutting theme of the 2018
Championship — «Development
of the Arctic» — was presented.
The Youth Day brought together not only representatives of
the new generation of engineers, but also industry professionals, who discussed issues of
engineering education in Russia
and proposed initiatives for its
strategic development during
the round table «Popularization
of engineering professions, engineering education and development of new technologies».
During the final session
«Energy of youth initiatives
2018» new projects aimed at
promoting energy-saving lifestyle and energy-efficient technologies, the development of engineering education and the activa-

list of priority youth projects of
the fuel and energy complex in
2019, aimed at the development
of energy, promotion of energy
efficiency and energy saving.

Once again, the winners of the
International Engineering Championship CASE-IN (League of
Young Professionals) will be
revealed. «Job Fair» will be held.

september 2018
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10 YEARS OF YOUTH POLICY
OF THE KAZENERGY ASSOCIATION

T he KAZENERGY Association
was established in 2005 and unites more than 80 domestic and
international companies of the
oil, gas and energy complex. During its activity, the KAZENERGY
Association has been recognized
as a highly effective dialogue
platform for a constructive and
professional interaction between the Government and the
energy business. The KAZENERGY Association officially represents the interests of the Kazakhstan National Committee in
the World Petroleum Council
since 2008.
T he KAZENERGY Youth Committee was established in 2009.
Preconditions for creation:
- the desire of young professionals in the oil, gas and energy
sectors of Kazakhstan to be a
part of the professional community through combining
their talents, experience and
knowledge;
- interaction at the international
level: with the World Petroleum
Council, the Society of Petroleum Engineers and the international youth organizations of
the oil and gas industry;
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- assistance in the formation of
the talent pool in the oil, gas and
energy sectors of Kazakhstan.
The international KAZENERGY
Youth Forums, which are held
since 2008, have become one
of the most recognizable
brands of the Association. The
KAZENERGY Youth Forum today is the largest youth event,
which involves more than 300
young leaders of Kazakhstan,
representatives and heads of

government agencies, oil and
gas and energy companies,
leaders of youth organizations,
KAZENERGY fellows, as well
as students of specialized higher education institutions and
colleges.
The purpose of the KAZENERGY Youth Forum:
- discussion of the problems of
training high-quality personnel
for digital Kazakhstan;
- support for young professionals involved in the energy
sector;
- exchange of experience and
skills with colleagues in the industry, borrowing successful
practices;
- expanding opportunities and
improving the efficiency of the
development of young professionals in the oil and gas and
energy sectors;
- study of successfully implemented initiatives aimed at increasing the number and status
of young professionals in domestic and foreign companies.
In December 2006, the KAZENERGY Association developed
the KAZENERGY Educational
Program to implement the main
tasks related to the development of the education system

and support the implementation
of youth projects.
Within the framework of the
program, from 2007 to 2018,
with the support of the Association member companies, support was provided in the form of
scholarships for more than
1,000 students of higher educational institutions and colleges
of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Educational grants are allocated
to about 3,000 students of the
Republic of Kazakhstan.
Projects implemented for all
years of the Educational Program
include grants and scholarships
to teachers, students of higher
educational institutions, students
from socially vulnerable families
at the expense of subsoil users of
the Republic of Kazakhstan.
In different years, the KAZENERGY Educational Program
was supported by the Association
members: NC "KazMunayGas"
JSC, Chevron Munaigas Inc.,
Shell Kazakhstan Development
B.V. Karachaganak Petroleum
Operating B.V., NCOC, JSC "Mangystaumunaigas", JSC "OGCC
"KazStroyService", Conoco Phillips North Caspian Ltd, The RompetrolGroupN.V., JSC "INTERGAS
Central Asia".

History of the KAZENERGY Youth Forum
Years Events
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

2015
2017
2018

I International Youth Conference
II International Youth Conference "Issues of Training of Young Specialists and Activities of Youth
Committees"
III International Youth Forum "Topical Issues and Prospects of Training of Young Professionals for the
Oil and Gas Industry of Kazakhstan"
IV International Youth Forum "Energy of Youth — Innovative Breakthrough of Kazakhstan"
V International Youth Forum "Youth in the Energy Future — a Factor of Change and a Source
of Dynamism"
VI International Youth Forum "ENERGIZE YOUR FUTURE"
VII Kazakhstan-Russia Youth Forum "KAZENERGY — Leadership and Innovations" in the framework
of the XI Forum of Interregional Cooperation of Russia and Kazakhstan "Innovation in Hydrocarbon
Industry" with participation of Heads of States of Russia and Kazakhstan (Atyrau, Kazakhstan)
VIII Youth Forum
IX Youth Forum “Learning for Life”
Х Youth Conference "Energy of Generations" in the framework of the World Petroleum Council Meeting

THE WPC GENERAL DIRECTOR EXPLORED
THE OPPORTUNITIES OF SAINT PETERSBURG
The General Director of the World Petroleum Council Pierce Riemer visited Saint Petersburg in
order to understand in detail how the preparations for the 6th Youth Forum of the WPC are under
way. Within a few days he got acquainted with the infrastructure, the main convention and
exhibition venues as well as sights of the city which will host the participants of the Future
Leaders Forum in June 2019.

The intensive program of the
visit included meetings and discussions with representatives
of municipal authorities, heads
of educational institutions and
organizations involved in the
preparation of the Forum. Pierce Riemer was accompanied by
the Director of Communications
of the World Petroleum Council
Ulrike von Lonski and the Director of the Russian National Committee of the World Petroleum
Council Vlada Streletskaya.
Youth forums held by the
World Petroleum Council every
three years are among the most
significant and representative
events. It is expected that the
6th Future Leaders Forum will
bring together about 2,000 young specialists from the oil and
gas industry from dozens of countries, as well as key players
in the modern energy industry.
The success of the event will be
mostly determined by the selection and preparation of the business program sites, the level
of reception and accommoda-

tion of delegations, the content
and organization of the cultural
program. The program of General Director’s visit was focused
on studying and discussing precisely these issues.
One of the key events of the trip
was the meeting of the delegation of the World Petroleum Council with the leadership of the
Congress and Exhibition Bureau,
which is part of the St. Petersburg Tourism Development
Committee. The General Director of the Congress Bureau Andrei Matsarin informed in detail
Pierce Riemer and his entourage about the possibilities of St.
Petersburg to receive, host and
organize the stay of the Future
Leaders Forum participants.
Particular attention was paid to
visa support for foreign guests,
security and transport logistics.
“We are glad that St. Petersburg is entrusted to receive participants and guests of the World
Petroleum Council’s Youth Forum. The successful holding of
such a large-scale international

event requires a lot of preparatory work, organization of interaction between various organizations and structures. We are able
to solve such problems, and we
intend to prove once again that
St. Petersburg is an excellent
choice for carrying out mass
events of the highest level. In addition to solving organizational issues, we will offer guests an unforgettable diverse cultural program, “Andrei Matzarin, General
Director of the Congress Bureau
of St. Petersburg, said.
“The Congress and Exhibition
Bureau of St. Petersburg has a
rich experience in the successful
holding of major international
events and has unique opportunities for the reception, accommodation, organization of work
and cultural events for guests.
The support of the Congress Bureau will allow the Forum to be
held at the highest level of hospitality,“ said Vlada Streletskaya,
Director of the RNC WPC.
I n the near future, decisions
should be taken to select sites

for business events of the Future Leaders Forum — 2019. Therefore, the delegation of the
World Petroleum Council, with a
visit to the sites, studied the features and possibilities of the ExpoForum, Lenexpo and the Mining University.
During a long and thorough
conversation between Pierce
Riemer and the Rector of the
St. Petersburg Mining University, the member of the Organizing Committee of the 6th
Future Leaders Forum, Vladimir Litvinenko a wide range of
issues related to the preparation and holding of the youth
forum was discussed. V. Lytvynenko assured the guest that if
the Mining University was chosen as the main forum venue,
all resources would be mobilized that would allow the event
to be held at a high organizational level.
“In general, we are satisfied
with the explanations received
and the readiness of local authorities for a constructive dialogue. It is very important that the
topics that require the most careful attention are agreed upon,
and an algorithm for further
joint work is defined, “said Ulrike
von Lonski, Director of Communications of the WPC.
The delegation of the World Petroleum Council also visited Peterhof, the Konstantinovsky Palace
and a number of other sites proposed for inclusion in the cultural
program of the international youth forum of young specialists.
“The visit was impressive. St.
Petersburg, indeed, has rich opportunities and has extensive
experience in providing work of
representative business events.
It is especially valuable that in
St. Petersburg we felt a sincere
interest in our Forum and the
desire to make it a bright, unforgettable event“, Pierce Riemer,
Director General of the World
Petroleum Council summed up
the first results.
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SHIPS OF ALL FLAGS
WILL C ME TO US…
The meeting place for the delegates of the 6th Youth Forum of
the World Petroleum Council will
be Saint Petersburg, one of the
most beautiful cities in Russia
with a glorious history and rich
cultural heritage. This city is often called the cultural capital of
Russia, The Venice of the North.
Moreover, St. Petersburg was the
center of three revolutions. During the Second World War, the city
was in the ring of the Nazi blockade for 872 days and withstood
this ordeal with honor.
St. Petersburg, founded by
the Russian Tsar Peter the Great,
was conceived as a window to
Europe. And, indeed, throughout
its biography, St. Petersburg acts
an important link between Russia and the outside world. Today
it is an essential economic, scientific and cultural center of the
country, a major transport hub.
It is assumed that the main platform for business communication
of participants of the Future Leaders Forum — 2019 will be the
Saint Petersburg Mining University — Russia's first higher technical educational institution created
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245 years ago under ordinance of
Empress Catherine II. Today Saint
Petersburg Mining University is
one of the most authoritative scientific and educational engineering centers in Russia.
It trains qualified specialists
for the largest Russian and foreign companies engaged in forecasting, prospecting, exploration,
development and processing of
the most important types of minerals, including oil and gas. Now
there are about 16,500 students
who gain professional skills in
97 areas and specialties.
Every year since 2003, the
International Forum-Contest of
young scientists «Issues of Subsoil Usage», which is attended
by more than 400 Russian and
foreign students, is organized
and held here.
Educational and scientific
Saint Petersburg Mining Institute Museum ranks among the
three best museums of natural
science in the world. Unique exhibits from 80 countries of the
world are collected in its 22
halls. The University library has
more than 1.2 million books and
magazines with rarities of the

XV-XIX centuries. The sports
complex of the Mining University
has been repeatedly recognized
as the best in St. Petersburg.
The historic centre of the city and
its associated monuments are included in the UNESCO world heritage list. Among the most important cultural and tourist sites there
are the Hermitage, the Kunstkammer, the Mariinsky theatre, the
Russian national library, the Russian Museum, the Peter and Paul
fortress, St. Isaac's Cathedral,
Nevsky prospect.
The cultural program of the
Future Leaders Forum is formed
in such a way that young professionals of the oil and gas industry, who come to St. Petersburg
from all over the world,
will have the opportunity to get acquainted
with the city, its surroundings and attractions.
The official
closing cere-

mony of the Forum is being prepared at the Konstantinovsky
Palace. This monument of architecture of the XVIII century,
located on the southern shore
of the Gulf of Finland, fascinates with its strict beauty and
well-kept park. Now it is an official place of rest for senior officials of Russia and reception
of important guests.
Undoubtedly, each of the WPC
Youth Forums provides an excellent opportunity for cognitive
business communication. The
uniqueness of the Forum —
2019 is that its participants will
be offered an unprecedentedly
rich cultural program, which
will allow them to get acquainted with the bright sights of one
of the most beautiful cities in
the world.
And this is another serious
argument in favor of participating in the 6th Youth Forum of
Future Leaders. See you in
Saint Petersburg!

VOLUNTEERS, A STEP

FORWARD!

The formation of a team of volunteers
of the 6th of Future Leaders Forum of the WPC has started.
Another important stage of preparations for the 6th Future Leaders Forum of the World Petroleum Council started: acceptance
of applications from prospective
volunteers began. The Forum
will take place in Saint-Petersburg in summer 2019. This is a
unique opportunity for young representatives of the industry to
participate in the events of the
business program of the international forum without paying a delegate fee. For the organizers of
the forum it a serious support in
terms of organizing the reception
and comfortable stay of many
hundreds of guests from dozens
of countries around the world.

Youth Forums are held at the
initiative of the World Petroleum Council since 2004. The next
6th Future Leaders Forum will
be held in June 2019 in St. Petersburg. About 2,000 students
and young oil industry specialists from around the world are
expected to attend the forum.
An intense business program
will focus on the key prospective issues for the development
of the global oil and gas industry. Reports and lectures of key
managers and experts, youth
discussions, round tables and
other events of the business
program are planned.
«One of the traditions of the
World Petroleum Congresses,
which has become an integral
part of the WPC Youth Forums,

is the wide involvement of volunteers in the reception of guests, — says Vlada Streletskaya, director of the WPC
Russian National Committee. —
Volunteers play an important
role in creating an atmosphere
of hospitality and constructive
communication. But equally
important is the fact that the
volunteer movement expands
the range of young professionals involved in professional
discussions.»
To participate in the 6th Future
Leaders Forum, a volunteer team of 400 people is being formed. Applications are accepted
from young men and women under the age of 35 who are professionally connected to the oil
and gas industry. The main bur-

den will lie on the representatives of Russia. But in the team
there will be also volunteers
from other countries - their nominations will be offered by the
relevant national committees of
the WPC.
Volunteers will work 3–4 hours a day, so there will be enough time for participation in activities and informal communication. At the same time, the volunteers will have to cover only
travel expenses to St. Petersburg and back. Accommodation,
meals, participation in the Forum and even special equipment
will be free for them.
Applications will be accepted until 1 December. Then there will be a competitive selection of applicants. The commis-

How to become a volunteer?
Apply to the WPC National Committee of your country.
Attach: a brief CV, a motivation letter in free form and a photo.
Applications are accepted until December 1, 2018.
The result of the application will be known no later than January 1, 2019.
Second stage: interview in January — February 2019.
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sion will examine the motivational letters of candidates and
their "track records", the level
of English language proficiency
will be taken into account as
well. The results will be announced by 1 March. For the selected volunteers several trainings for teamwork, program
knowledge and orienteering
will be held.
«We tried to simplify the submission of applications for participation in the volunteer program, — says Polina Letkova, the
head of the Volunteer Program
of the Forum. — For applicants
it is enough to fill out the form
on the website of the 6th Future
Leaders Forum.»
Russian National Committee
of the World Petroleum Council
10, Dmitrovskiy proyezd,
off 101, Moscow, Russia, 127206
www.flf-russia.com
Tel: +7 495 748 0251
E-mail: flf@rus-petroleum.ru
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The 6th Youth Forum of the World Petroleum Council

FUTURE LEADERS FORUM
We meet in St. Petersburg
on June 23-28, 2019!

